1. Legal entity of the project

1.1 Name of the Legal entity who is in charge of the project, place of registration

Zeon Network Limited, United Kingdom

1.2 In connection to the legal entity of the project, are there any other associations

No

1.3 Profile and contact information of the project key members and their introduction

Krill Levin
Marketing advisor
He has a passion for the development of digital strategies, marketing, management and results-driven blockchain technologies. Member of Swiss Crypto Valley. Marketing advisor of Moneytoken.com. https://www.linkedin.com/in/zeon

Herman Visssia - Netherlands
Legal Advisor. ByeleX BV
Herman is an entrepreneur with a vision, it is always great to work with him. Recently we developed a system to register mortgages and have since created a fully automated workflow system. https://www.linkedin.com/in/hermanvisssia

Larry Cameron - Canada
Founder of Quantus, WorldWiFi advisor
Experienced Chief Technology Officer with a demonstrated history working in the information technology industry - Skilled in Data Centers, Systems Architecture, Cyber Security. https://www.linkedin.com/in/larrycameron80

Another team members on zeon.network

2. Project Information

2.1 Project Name

ZEON Network

2.1.1 Sector

FinTech, Blockchain, DeFi, Risk Prevention

2.1.2 Project official website

www.zeon.network, www.zeon.com

2.1.3 Link to the latest version of the project white paper

https://zeon.network/whitepaper.pdf

2.2 Project official website

www.zeon.network/whitepaper.pdf

2.3 Latest version of the project white paper

2.4 Project positioning/brief introduction of the project


2.5 At what stage is the project? Is there a product prototype or beta? If yes, please provide links or beta view method

Development: 4
Marketing: 2
Management: 2
Volunteers: 4
Total: 12

2.6 Please tell us the main competitors of your project and provide us your comparison with other products.

ZEON is a universal and secure payment instrument, crypto-backed loans, deposits, tradable token, wallet, vpn application, buy and sell of digital assets. ZEON Blockchain in development

2.7 What is the current number of users or nodes that are running?

~ 25500 users

2.8 Applicable block explorer

https://etherscan.io/address/0xe5b826ca2ca02f09c1725e9bd98d9a8874c30532#code

2.9 Is the code of token smart contract open source or partially open source? If yes, please explain

Yes, ZEON Team members and advisors have software development experience focused on blockchain, exchanges, defi and IT projects. Most team members and volunteers have experience with multiple blockchain projects

2.10 Is there any planned product release or major update in the next 6 months? If yes, please provide links or beta view method

Release of ZEON Pay
Release of Enibus Masternodes
Release of ZEON Blockchain
Release of Atlas protocol

2.11 Please briefly describe the technical characteristics of the project and its business model features

The main function of ZEON - universal and secure payment instrument, decentralized financial services, insurance services. Community based, ZEON does not belong to and is not managed by any one person or company. ZEON Network is protected by its users and nodes around the world.

2.12 Please describe the current and/or potential major partnership with your project

ZEON Network is an official partner of EOS Developers, OpenZeppelin, Binance Trust Wallet, Sendpulse, Shuffi Pro, Coinknpayers, Infura, Waves Lab.

2.13 Please describe the project advisors profiles

Larry Cameron - Founder of Quantus, WorldWiFi advisor / https://www.linkedin.com/in/larrycameron80
Herman Visssia / Legal Advisor. ByeleX BV / https://www.linkedin.com/in/hermanvisssia

2.14 Please describe the major information channels for project information updates and their websites

https://bit.ly/ze0nmedium
https://bit.ly/ze0ntelegram
https://bit.ly/ze0ntwitter
https://bit.ly/ze0nmediumu2
https://bit.ly/ze0nfacebook
https://bit.ly/ze0nreddit
http://bit.ly/ze0nthread
https://bit.ly/ze0ndiscord
http://bit.ly/ze0nyoutube
http://bit.ly/ze0ntgub

3. Project token information

3.1 The name of the project tokens, as is available in Coinmarketcap and/or Etherscan (for ERC20 tokens)

Zeon

3.1.1 Tokens for crowdsale

10% PRE-ICO + 50% ICO

3.1.2 Price for token on crowdsale

1 ZEON = 0.0005$

3.1.3 Token Legal

ZEON - utility token. Provides access to blockchain platform, ZEON Wallet and other services

Yes

3.2 Is the project tokens ERC20 tokens?

No
3.2.1 Token type
ZEON ERC20 for crowdsale and then migration to ZEON on the custom blockchain

3.3 Please provide a list of largest token wallet addresses, their respective percentage of the total, and specify which are owned by institutions and your team

3.4 Token generation method? And if through the smart contract, please provide the latest smart contract address
https://etherscan.io/address/0xe5b826ca2ca02f09c1725e9bd98d9a8874c30532

3.5 The total supply of tokens. If the total amount of tokens is not fixed, please provide how your token supply could change according to various conditions
50 000 000

3.6 What is the actual circulating amount of your tokens?
~ 20 112 520 288

3.7 Please describe function and purpose of your project tokens
Access to decentralized financial services: crypto loans, deposits
Access to ZEON Blockchain
Access to ZEON Masternodes

3.8 Please describe project token distribution plan
https://etherscan.io/token/0xe5b826ca2ca02f09c1725e9bd98d9a8874c30532#balances

3.9 Will the issued tokens be locked or partly locked? If so, for how long and what are the conditions for unlocking?
Yes, the lockup period varies from 3 months to 5 years

3.10 Token decimal
18

3.11 TokenLock smart contract address
Team’s and advisors’ tokens

3.12 The smart contract code review (or code auditing) report for token contract
done

4. Project tokens financing and sales

4.1 Please specify the institutions participating your seed/angel/cornerstone/presale rounds, and the amount they have committed in each round in fiat or tokens, respectively
3 venture funds

4.2 Time of private sales for the project tokens
from 20 October 2018

4.3 Pricing of tokens in private sales, and the percentage of private sales to the total amount of tokens issued
0,0005$ + 5% Bonus

4.4 Softcap of crowdsale
2M USD (reached)

4.5 Time of the project’s public token offering (“ICO”)
09 July 2018 90 Days

4.6 Project tokens ICO price
0,0005$ + 5% Bonus

4.7 Hardcap of crowdsale
11,23 (reached) of 15M USD

4.8 Have you used or are you currently using the legal and/or compliance consulting/advising service provided by an independent third-party law firm?
Yes, upon request

5. Please provide your project’s user community information

5.1 If the project already has a product or product beta, please list its current monthly active users
Yes, community members – 25000

5.2 Please list the number of people who follows your project at the social media platforms mentioned below:

- Wechat Group
- QQ Group, Weibo
- Facebook
- Twitter
- Reddit
- Instagram
- Medium
- Telegram
- Youtube

5.3 Please specify numbers of media coverage of the project and please kindly include links of significant stories in the appendix of this form
www.hackernoon.com/how-to-invest-in-an-ico-and-not-lose-or-how-take-back-control-of-your-money-a2f23c4a4380
www.cryptoninjas.net/2018/10/02/bitmart-s-vote-for-your-coin-round-4-new-voting-campaign-utilizing-blockchain-interaction/
www.coinspeaker.com/2018/06/15/can-invest-ico-not-lose/
www.youtube.com/results?search_query=zeon+network

5.4 The number of road shows so far? Which cities?
Berlin, Kiev, Dubai, Moscow, Warsaw, Singapore

5.5 Marketing activities than you can provide for partnership/exchanges
Airdrop for 23,000 token-holders to signing up your exchange and advertisement

6.1 E-mail
Coverage: 116,000 users

Information contained in this document or on www.zeon.network is general in nature and does not constitute investment advice. Investing in any Token is a high-risk endeavor and should only be done in consultation with your financial or legal advisor. ZEON Network is not responsible for any trading or investment decisions. Participating in the token sale(s) is considered acceptance of these terms. Please read our full disclaimer at www.zeon.network.